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SUMMARY

i

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection entailed 252 inspector-hours on site
in the areas of Turkey Point and St. Lucie training assessment.

Results: Within the areas inspected, two violations and one deviation were
~

identified at the Turkey Point Plant.

' - Violation (250/84-25-02, 251/84-26-02): Failure To Follow Procedure Specifying-

Required On-The-Job Training Requirements for Shift Technical Advisors (paragraph
, /

6.d).-

Deviation (250/84-25-03, 251/84-26-03): . Failure to Meet Commitments for Qualifi '
cation; of Shift Technical Advisors Prior to Receiving Simulator Training (para .

; graph 6.d).,

Violation (250/84-25-04, 251/84-26-04): Failure to Provide Adequate General'

Employee Training to Blue Badged Employees (paragraph 6.j).
,
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Licensee Employees Contacted

*C. J. Baker, Plant Manager (Nuclear), Turkey Point
*W. C. Miller, Training Supervisor, Turkey Point
#C. M. Wethy, Plant Manager, St. Lucie
P. L. Fincher, Training Supervisor, St. Lucie

#J. A.' Spodick, Training Coordinator, St. Lucie

Other licensee employees contacted included managers, engineers, technici-
ans, operators, mechanics, security force members, instructors and general
employees.

NRC Resident Inspectors

#C. D. Feierabend, St. Lucie
*T. A. Peebles, Turkey Point
*D. R. Brewer, Turkey Point

* Attended exit interview on August 17, 1984
# Attended exit interview on September 7, 1984

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on August 17, 1984 and
September 7,1984, with those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The
licensee acknowledged the inspection findings.

|
3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcecent Matters

This subject was not addressed in the inspection.

4. Unresolved Items *

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or devia-
tions. New unresolved items identified during this inspection are discussed
in paragraphs 7.a and 7.c.

; *An Unresolved Item is a matter about which more information is required to
determine whether it is acceptable or may involve a violation or deviation.

f
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5. FP&L Training Assessment

Plant training programs were assessed to determine their effectiveness in
supporting licensed activities at the Turkey Point and St. Lucie facilities.
The assessment consisted of the review and evaluation of policy documents,
procedures, lesson plans, system descriptions, training materials and
individual training records. Interviews of training and plant staff
constituted a major portion of this assessment.

The training assessment was divided into the following segments:

a. The Turkey Point evaluation conducted by a six-member inspection team
during the period of August 13 - 17, 1984.

b. The St. Lucie evaluation conducted by a three-member inspection team
during the period of September 5 - 7, 1984.

6. Turkey Point Training Program

a. Licensed Operator Training

(1) Training Manual

Svstem Descriptions (SDs) are currently being developed under
cc'itract with the Energy Consultants Incorporated Company (ECI).
Interviews with training staff members and the ECI SD Development
Coordinator indicate that the facility training staff review
process for the majority of the SDs had been completed by the end
of 1983. Formal issuance of these SDs for training use was
delayed pending an engineering staff technical review. This
review was considered a necessary prerequisite for classification
of this material as controlled plant documents. The inordinate
delay in the issuance of these SDs was identified to the licensee
as a significant weakness since there appears to be virtually no
formal training material available to licensed operator candi-
dates. This situation was considered particularly acute in light
of the poor performance of the facility's licensed operator
candidates (Group 9) on the most recent NRC examinations (6 of 18

. pass - May 1984). It was recommended that the adequacy of the ECI
and training department reviews be evaluated and consideratior.
given to formal issuance of the SDs for " training use and
reference only" with the disclaimer that this material is not
officially controlled and should not be utilized for plant
operation. This recommendation was acted upon on August 29, 1984
in a memorandum from the Training Supervisor to the Plant Manager
which made this material immediately available to Group 10
licensed operator candidates.

x
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Ten SDs which had undergone the ECI and training staff review
process were evaluated during the assessment. Two of the SDs were
evaluated in detail. They were judged to be of good technical
quality. The inclusion of simplified P&ID and logic drawings is
an asset and should enhance the operators' system knowledge and
print reading ability.

The SDs will ultimately be incorporated into " objective oriented"
training modules being developed by a separate contractor -
Resource Systems International Company (RSI). These modules will
be the primary guide for licensed operator training and will be
derived from the " Job Task Analysis" (JTA) completed for the
licensed operators. This program is in an early stage of develop-
ment and no modules were available for review. However, the
inspector identified one area of potential concern. There appears
to be no methodology in place that will ensure congruence between
the separately produced training materials - i.e., the ECI
produced SDs and the RSI produced training modules for licensed
operators. It is recommended that the facility training staff
verify that the ECI SDs adequately address the RSI training module
objectives.

(2) Licensed Operator Candidate and Training Program Evaluations

The passing rate of the facility's licensed operator candidates on
the last set of NRC examinations (Group 9, 33% - May 1984) was far
below the industry average and also contrasts with the facility's
previous passing rates (~88.6%). Consequently, the facility
designed an extensive re-training program to prepare those
candidates who failed for another NRC examination. Interviews
with the lead hot license training instructor for these candidates
(Group 91) and a general program review identified the followings

concern:

Two phases of the retraining program lacked formal training-

materials for the candidates. The text for phase one' was a
semi-formal accumulation of information from a variety of
sources sub-divided into lessons. In many instances these
lessons were simply drawings with virtually no text or
learning objectives.

A two-week portion of phase two was directed towards an
upgrade of the candidate's knowledge with regard to the
theoretical principles of plant operation. This training was
conducted by Westinghouse instructors under contract to the
licensec. Purchase of text material for student use was
overlooked by the licensee. This weakness was immediately
identified to the licensee and the lead hot license
instructor commenced action to rectify this oversight. The
lack of formal training materials is considered a significant

, .- - -- - . .
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:

weakness since this condition apparently existed for the same
; candidates during their initial training program.

Examinations administered to Group 9 were reviewed for !-
;

content. These examinations contained few questions to test
the candidates deductive reasoning and evaluation capability.

.
Consequently, the examinations were considered to be lacking

1 - in overall difficulty. This will detract from their
effective utilization as an evaluation and diagnostic tool'

for the upcoming NRC operator licensing retake examinations.

These items were identified to the facility training department
staff.

:

The training records _of two individuals who had performed poorly
*on NRC examinations were reviewed and compared with others. Other

| than the written examination grades and some sporadic negative '

I comments on final oral examination summaries, there existed no_ '

f substantive evaluative comments that could be utilized to explain
poor performance or differentiate their _ capabilities from . those-

who had performed well on their NRC_ examinations. The review of-

the existing documentation for the operator candidate's final oral
'

examination presented two. additional concerns. First, there is no
standard format being utilized to either document or. guide this

,

oral examination. Form usage . varied from a copy. of. the NRC . oral
form (Form 157A) to a mere passing recommendation written on ac. ,

!_ piece of paper. Second, an SR0_ upgrade candidate appears to have
'

received an oral examination that emphasized R0 knowledge areas.
! Thus, this individual's readiness to pass an NRC SR0 " upgrade"
,

oral examination may not have been adequately evaluated. ' This
candidate, subsequently failed the SRO oral examination admini-<

stered by the NRC. The Operations Training Supervisor stated:that
these documentation weaknesses were. recently identified and that
it is presently standard _ practice that all oral evaluations / walk-
throughs and student counseling sessions be documented. It is
recommended that standard forms and ~ basic minimum guidelines _ be
established in these areas to ensure uniformity among the aining#

. instructors in the operator candidate evaleation process.,

(3). Formal Training Observation
,

.
- Two hours of formal licensed operator instruction (a requalifica-

-

y''
: tion lecture on plant transients) were directly observed during
the assessment. The students were attentive and motivated in
spite -of the fact that most were working beyond their n nnal

'

o

hours. -The lecture material. and its associated learning
objectives were - considered appropriate. The instructor's

. presentation appeared to be well prepared and was given in an
easily understandable, yet thought provoking manner consistent<

,
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with the student's abilities. A professional atmosphere conducive
to learning was maintained by all throughout. Consequently, the
observed instruction was judged to be of excellent quality.

(4) On-the-Job Training Program

Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 Administrative Procedure 0300 (Hot
License Operator ~ Training Prcgram) describes the on-the-job
training program. The progre,n consists of approximately twenty
(20) weeks of on-shift assignment as an extra man. The initial
three (3) phases consist of assignments to watch stations outside
of the control room, i.e., Nuclear Operator, Nuclear Turbine
Operator, and the Radiation Protection Man. This experience is
directed by the qualified operator with extensive guidance being
provided by a qualification manual which details the practical
knowledge activities to be accomplished. The final most extensive
and critical phase (approximately 14 weeks) is the assignment of
the trainee to the control room under the direct supervision of
the licensed reactor or senior reactor operator. There exists no
explicit guidance detailing objectives for accomplishment other
than a generic training department memorandum which merely
reiterates typical on-shift training goals.

The " objective oriented" (JTA) licensed operator training modules,
when completed and approved, should alleviate this weakness.
However, in the interim it is recommended that the facility
consider increased training department coordination during this
phase of training to ensure that the maximum training benefit is
achieved. In addition, it would enhance the evaluation of trainee
performance for assignment of remedial training and readiness to
take NP.C examinations. The practice of on-shift instructor
assignment is currently used at the St. Lucie facility to
accomplish this and has met with favorable results.

An additional area of concern was noted during a review and
discussion with the Operations Training Supervisor of correspon-
dence submitted by the licensee to the NRC that justified the
equivalence of their hot license training program to a cold
license training program. Specifically in a letter (L-84-185)
dated July 10, 1984, the three months on-shift training phase was
described as ".... structured and supervised by the Hot Licensee
Training Instructor and satisfactory performance was certified by
individual systems instructors based upon system walk-throughs."
The Operations Training Supervisor and two (2) training
instructors indicated that although numerous system walk-throughs
had occurred for the Group 9 trainees and were utilized in the
trainee evaluation process, there exists no documentation of such
with the exception of the final oral examination summary. This
documentation weakness, which was previously noted, has the

- _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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potential for leaving a trainee's individual needs unadr.ressed.
The training department's present practice of documenting all oral
evaluations / walk-throughs should alleviate this problem and lend
more credence to the aforementioned certification.

(5) Requalification Program

The licensed operator requalification program is guided by Turkey
Point Units 3 and 4 Administrative Procedure AP 0301 - Licensed
Operator Requalification Program. This procedure does not
accurately reflect, in some instances, the requirements of
10 CFR 55.

10 CFR 55.31(e) states that if a licensee has not been actively
performing the functions of an operator or senior operator for a
period of four months or longer, he shall prior to resuming
activities licensed pursuant to this part, demonstrate to the
Commission that his knowledge and understanding of facility
operation and administration are satisfactory. AP 0301 states
that "non-shift personnel who hold licenses and desire to keep
their licenses effective shall participate fully in the program
(requalification)...." Thus, the procedure does not recognize
that a non-shift licensed operator who is current with regard to
the requalification program may not be performing the functions of
a licensed operator. A discussion of the status of non-shift
licensed operators since January 1, 1984 between the inspector and
the Operations Training Supervisor indicates that there is little
likelihood of any individual licensed operator being in violation
of 10 CFR 55.31(e). However, since no definitive review of
operator logs was accomplished, this item will be identified as an
Inspector Followup Item (250/84-25-01, 251/84-26-01).

Although AP-0301 requires off-site licensed operators who have not
been actively performing the functions of a licensed operator for
a period exceeding four months to demonstrate competency by
facility re-examination, there is no provision made for documenta-
tion or certification of such competence to the commission. The
-Operations Training Supervisor stated that there are no off-site

f -licensed operators and thus, in this instance, no one is in
i violation of 10 CFR 55.31(e).

AP 0301, paragraph 8.5.1 exempts the Training Department Staff
from the annual written examination called for by 10 CFR 55,
Appendix A. A review of the ~1983 annual requalification written
examinations indicates that the only exemption given was to the
1983 Requalification Coordinator. A different individual has
since assumed responsibility for- coordination of the 1984
Requalification program. The present coordinator indicated that
the department policy is to limit the exemption to only the
coordinator.

,

__-_._-____.-__m_ - _ _ _ _ - . . _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - _ _ _ ___._.__.______________-__.-_______.____a
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AP 0301 was revised in January 1984, to require review of all
off-normal and emergency procedures by licensed operators on a
regularly scheduled basis. This change is in compliance with
10 CFR 55, Apppendix A and is the result of a corr.mitment made by
the licensee in Inspection Report Nos. 50-250/83-36 and 50-251/
83-36. The inspector reviewed documentation for one licensed
operator and noted satisfactory compliance with this requirement.

AP 0301 calls for the results of annual examinations to be
analyzed for the determination of requalification lecture topics.
The requalification coordinator stated that this occurred for the
1983 requalification examination during its grading. Items of
weaknesses were noted and utilized for topic determination, but
this analysis was not maintained. This weakness is similar to the
other noted instances with regard to "evaluative" documentation.

The previously noted procedural concerns were discussed with the
requalification coordinator who is presently revising AP 0301 for
submittal to NRC for approval in response to NRC Generic Letter
No. 84-14.

Annual requalification written examinations administered over the
past three years were reviewed for content. The examinations
consisted primarily of questior.- that require simple memorization.
The examinations appeared to contain few questions which tested
the operator's deductive reasoning capability or extended beyond
the scope of the requalification training. The practice of
utilizing examinations limited in difficulty and scope (to the
requalification material) can lead to a situation where operator
weaknesses in areas not covered by that year's program could
remain undetected and unremedied. It is recommended that facility
management evaluate the methodology being utilized to assess
operator weaknesses.

An aspect of the program that has the potential for noteworthy
results is the inclusion of rion-licensed operators in selected
portions of the lecture series. This practice, if applied
properly, can increase the non-licensed operator's overall plant
knowledge and promote a better understanding between shift members
of the various knowledges and abilities each require. However, it
-is recommended that the training-department insure that the level
of knowledge presented does not fall below that required for the
licensed operators.

_ _ _ . _ _
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(6) Instructor Qualifications

An Instructor Qualification procedure establishing baseline
criteria in this area is presently under development. The
procedure will ensure instructor competence in three areas:

- Instructor Technical Skills
- Instructor Classroom Presentation Skills
- Instructor Systems Design Skills

Additionally, the procedure will establish requirements for
routine maintenance of qualifici.tions. The status of the licensed
operator instructors was reviewed with the Operations Training
Supervisor. The majority of these instructors should complete all
of the proposed requisite training by the end of the year.

Within the areas of licensee operator training, no violations or
deviations were identified.

b. Non-Licensed Operator Training

The Non-Licensed Operator Training Program is presently in transition
to use of the " objective oriented" (JTA) training modules. These
modules are being prepared under contract with the RSI company. The
status of the training modules was reviewed with the following results:

- The initial field test has been completed for the Auxiliary
Nuclear Plant Operator (ANPO) modules. This field test indicated
that the RSI use of technical material references, e.g. , SDs, was
generally not satisfactory. These modules are being revised and
updated with increased training department participation in the
technical area.

The Nuclear Plant Operator (NPO) training modules are in prepara--

tion for the first field test. The lessons learned with regard to
technical reference material in the initial ANPO module develop-
ment are being actively applied in the NPO program. The NPO
modules reviewed by the inspector were considered well structured
and sufficiently detailed to accomplish the stated training goal.

It is recommended that the training department continue to actively
apply programmatic lessons learned to future training module develop-
ment, particularly in the licensed ~ operator area.

Within the area of non-licensed operator training, no violations or
deviations were identified.

. . . . . . . . ,.
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c. Maintenance Training

The Turkey Point maintenance training program is delineated in Section
3.1.4 of Administrative Procedure 0304, Plant Training. The inspector
evaluated training provided to maintenance personnel in the mechanical
maintenance, electrical maintenance and instrumentation and control
departments. Training supervisors were interviewed and selected lesson
plans and course materials reviewed.

Maintenance training was recently centralized under the plant training
supervisor. Prior to the reorganization, each maintenance department
accomplished their own training program under the direction of a
departmental training supervisor. As a result, training provided by
the maintenance departments was typically nonstandard in content,
requirements, and importance. The reorganization should address this
deficiency.

In addition to the centralization of training, a job-task-analysis
(JTA) is being performed for each department. The results of the JTA
will be utilized in the development of a performance based training
program for maintenance personnel. This methodological approach to
training development should result in a viable maintenance training
program.

'

The following maintenance program deficiencies were identified:

- Systems training provided to mairtenance personnel has been
minimal due to the slow development of systems lesson plans.
Priority should be given to the development of systems lesson
plans for each maintenance group.

- Specialized maintenance training should be expanded. Increased
utilization of vendor training should be considered if expertise
or manpower is not available.

,

Standardization and development of training policies should be-

pursued in the following areas:

(1) examination guidelines
(2) pass / fail requirements
(3) student evaluation
(4) identification and handling of marginal students
(5) on-the-job training
(6) lesson plan development, control and use

- A training program for engineers in the maintenance departments
has not been developed and they were not subject to a JTA.
Engineers should be provided systems training, procedure training
and PC/M development and technical review training.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - __ _ ,
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Within the area of maintenance training, no violations or deviations
were identified.

d. STA Training
.

The STA training program is defined by AP 0307. A review of the
program requirements, technical lecture outlines and exams, and inter-
views with the STA training instructor, Operation Support Engineering
Supervisor, and selected STAS reflects several weaknesses in the
program. Specifically:

AP 0307 currently requires 72 hours of on-the-job training prior-

to qualification and assumption of STA shift duties. The past two
STA training cycles allotted 40 hrs. and 32 hrs., respectively, to
on the job training which is not in compliance with AP 0307
requirements. Of primary concern is the relatively small amount
of time required for on-the-job training, particularly in the case
of new inexperienced STAS. It is considered that to properly
acclamate such an individual to an operations program where he can
function effectively, substantially more exposure to operations,
system walk-throughs, control room procedures, and the shift
operating crews themselves, while in a training status, is
necessary. The failure to follow AP 0307 is a violation (250/84-
25-02,251/84-26-02).

- AP 0307 states that simulator training is not a prerequisite to
standing watch as an STA. Interviews identified three personnel
without previous operating experience who were qualified as STAS
prior to receiving simulator training and, in one case, with less
than one year on site experience.

In response to NUREG 0737, FPL letter L-81-1 dated January 2,
1981, stated that simulator training is not considered a prerequi-
site to functioning as an STA if the indi idual can demonstrate
adequate knowledge in this area. In the cases noted above,
adequate knowledge in plant operations wae not demonstrated.

The reference AP 0307 requirement and t'.e actual cases noted above
represent deviations to the FPL letter L-81-1 dated January 2,
1981 which was approved by NRC letter cated January 8, 1982. This
is a deviation (250/84-25-03, 251/84-26-03).

- A review of r1al time training for STAS reflects a deficient
program which hid been previously recognized by the licensee to be
in need of improvement. As currently conceived, the program is
intended to consist of required reading and signature feedback for
Plant Change and Modification (PCM) Summaries and Training Briefs.
Specific deficiencies noted are as follows:

.
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(i) The Booklet containing PCM summaries for STA required reading
has not been updated to include new PCM summaries since April
1984.

(ii) LERs are not routed through this program.

(iii) There were no training briefs sent out to STAS in June and
July. In May there were five briefs routed, but signature
feedback was only provided for one of the five.

(iv) Licensee personnel considered that reading PCM summaries did
not adequately provide information relative to what the
modification / change was and why it was made.,

The licensee stated recognition of this problem and stated that
actions were currently underway to improve this program.

A review of three STA training records reflected in each case no-

certification of completion of simulator training where simulator
training was stated by the licensee to have been completed. The
current practice is for those individuals who complete simulator
training to forward a copy of their certificate to the Technical
Training Instructor for incorporation into the training folder.
The licensee stated that actions are currently underway to obtain
in the future the simulator task check list and vendor evaluation
directly from the vendcr- for -incorporation in the training
folders. The inspection team considers that this practice will be

'

a necessary improvement. Additionally, the inspection team
considers that action should be taken to update the training
records of all STAS in order to ensure complete and accurate
records.

e. Management Training

Management Training is provided to Managers and Supervisors through
FP&L's Organizational Development Training (ODT) program. Interviews
with selected managers and supervisors reflects implementation of this
program at Turkey Point. Records of,this training are not maintained
at the site and were not reviewed.

| A review of " Mitigating Core Damage" training records for personnel
currently filling eleven of the management / supervisory positions
committed for this training (FPL letter L-82-263 dated June 30,1982)
reflected that all but one individual, the Assistant Superintendent for
Mechanical Maintenance, has received this training or taught this
course. The licensee stated that this position has been filled by the
incumbent for only three months and that this individual would be

i provided required training., Of the remaining ten positions, eight are
filled by personnel holding a NRC ' license (plant manager, operations

|

|
!

N J
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superintendent, HP supervisor, reactor supervisor, training supervisor,
three nuclear plant supervisors, and operations supervisor). These
eight personnel are therefore afforded refresher training in this area
via the operator requalification program.

Within the area of management training, no violations or deviations
were identified.

f. Technical Department Engineer and Reactor Engineer Training

A review of Technical Department Engineer and Reactor Engineer Training
programs was conducted thru interviews with the Technical Training
Instructor, Reactor Supervisor, Operations Support Engineering
Supervisor, and selected engineers. Excluding training to stand watch
as STA which has been previously addressed, these programs are
considered satisfactory.

All Technical Department engineers are required to qualify as STA and
participate in 80 hours of simulator training once per calendar year.

All Reactor engineers participate in a formal "on-the-job" . training
program with direct supervisory involvement and evaluation. Briefings
are provided within the engineering group prior to performance of major
evolutions requiring reactor engineer coverage.

Within the area of engineering training, no violations or deviations
were identified,

g. Quality Assurance (QA) Training

0A training was reviewed and appears to comply with ANSI N45.2.23. The
QA training program makes use of available contractor training in
systems and specialty areas and appears to have an adequate mixture of
systems and specialty training. The qualifications and experience
levels based on available documentation was exceptional. All except
one individual had Bachelors degrees in technical areas with the one
individual due~ to graduate in mid-1985. In addition, the experience
level averaged about thirteen years within the nuclear industry and
five years with the licensee.

The following items were identified as items which should be rectified
in order to improve the training program:

The licensee does not verify information presented by job-

applicants for which credit is given.towards inspector qualifica-
tion.

,

- The training qualification card was extensive requiring an oral
and written -exam. However, there are no- formal lesson plans or
training to support the qualification process which is entirely
self paced.

. . .
.;
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- QA audits health physics and security without any formal training
in those subject areas and with very little contact during the
qualification process.

- Generally, long range training, offered to qualified inspectors,
is not accomplished as scheduled. In addition, management level
training is inadequate in consideration of the responsibility,
operations impact and communications level required of and wielded
by QA.

Within the area of QA training, no violations or deviations were
identified.

h. Quality Control (QC) Training

The quality control (QC) training program was reviewed using AP 0196.71
as a guide. The following items were identified as areas where
improvement should be made:

- The training qualification check list is too general and requires
the trainee to read and absorb large volumes of material without
any guidance. Examples of this are: " read the FSAR", " read the
Technical Specifications."

Previous experience / credentials for which qualification credit was-

given was not verified by the licensee. This experience includes
specialty training (NDE, SR0 cold, naval reactor operator).

There is no diagnostic written examination which covers completed-

subjects. There is an oral examination; however, there are no
formal guide 11 net by which to conduct the oral qualification
process.

All training toward inspector qualification is self paced without-

any written training material to support the program.

- Practice /0JT audits were not assigned and observed to determine
the ability of the auditor prior to full qualification.

'

Within the area of QC training, no violations or deviations were
identified,

,

i. Security Training

A complete review of the vendor job-task-analysis (JTA) study and
training element study was made and without exception there was a
one-to-one correlation between the job tasks and the training elements.
The training appeared to be pointed and supported by objective tests

.
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which were derived from the JTA. The following items were identified j
as items which should be rectified in order to improve the training |
program:

I
There is no drug / alcohol related fitness for duty training !

-

conducted presently; however, the licensee has a program being
developed.

. First aid training is minimal and should be expanded. --

1

- There is minimal supervisory training for security supervisors and
others serving in the security organization.

There is no , training in crowd control, nor is there a task-

'

element.

Security pe sonnel gat no systems training.-

- There is no lesson plan which specifically deals with helicopter /'

ultra-lite landings or approaches in the protected area.

- There is no annual health physics dress out requalification for
security ; personnel .

There is no training which informs the security force of the-

anticipated dose levels / uptake for guards who open vital areaj doors or remain in the protected area for crowd control or
accountability following a site evacuation. If vital area doors. ,

/ in ; the RCA .which are not normally opened are manipulated,
additional personnel HP training may be required.

- Security members get no hands on fire extinguisher training and an
inade,quate amount of fire characteristic identification training. t ,

,
'

Security personnel presently conduct official communications 4

-

(face-to-face, telephone) in languages other than English.a

h General area placards are not available at each watch station in-

ordertfor the security member to be able to communicate in terms
common'to-personnel other than those in the security organization.
Security pe'esonnel generally refer to a watch and/or a door
number; however, non-security personnel are not familiar with thisf

are not clearlyidentification mode and all_ doors and areasr. <

[ ma-ked.
I

f -Student notes which are derived from safeguards material are not-

treated as.such.
*
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The licensee has committed to immediately correct items f., j., and 1.

Within the area of security training, no violations or deviations were
identified.

j. General Employee Training (GET)

GET is divided into two separate programs at Turkey Point; one for
those employees that are required to enter the radiation controlled
area (Red Badge), and one for those employees who are only required to
enter the plant protected area (Blue Badge).

Red badge training which consists of a video tape / test, health physics
training including observed practical factors, and INPO examination was
reviewed. The GET video and test were reviewed in detail and the
following observations were made:

- Diagrams (turbine, plant site) used throughout the presentation
. are not clear, use undefined terms that the general employee

should not be expected to know, and do not correlate exactly to
the dialogue (primary system / secondary drawing).

- The site organization as given is not correct.

- Verbatim compliance is demanded but actions to be taken if
compliance is not attainable needs to be more clear.

Ia general the Red Badge GET training is comprehensive and appears to
be adequate. The following previously open items were reviewed:

*.
i. IFI 250, 251/83-36-03 - Administrative Procedure 0304

paragraph 8.5 requires
revision.

ii. IFI 250, 251/84-08-04 - Develop a chemistry group
training program.

iii. IFI 250, 251/83-31-02 - Institute a training program to
comply with plant procedure
HP-81 Health Physics.

Based upon the review of AP 0304 and the chemistry and healtn physics-

,' group training programs, these items have been determined to be closed.

In addition, a review was conducted of the red / blue badge requalifica-
tion training computer program. The management of this program is
designed to ensure that personnel are not badged /rebadged without the
required training, examination performance and physical requirements.
No discrepancies were identified in this area.

i
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- Blue badge GET training was also reviewed. AP 0306 - GET Training and
Retraining, Section 5.7 requires that those employees whose job
requires them to enter the plant protected area shall attend the
. General Employee Training Orientation while going through the badging
process at the I.D. section. In addition, AP 0306, Section 8.2
describes the content of the orientation as including a security
orientation, 3 QA/QC presentation, general plant orientation, emergency
alarms and employee's response, and listening to an audio tape
identifying the various plant emergency alarms. In actuality, the
orientation consists of handing a GET handbook to the employees and

*

having them listen to a ten minute audio tape of plant alarms. There
are several terms that are used on the tape that are not defined and

- because of.this, the tape is generally inadequate. As a result of the
- above inadequacies, GET training for blue badged personnel is def t-
cient. The failure to follow AP 0306 is a violation (250/84-25-04,
251/84-26-04).

A second discrepancy -with the blue badge GET is that personriel
receiving the training sign a statement that they have read and under-
stand the GET, without having read any of the material at the time of-
signature or being presented any material other than the ten minute
audio tape. These forms are used as training records, - and as they

.

'

-

exist, inaccurately reflect the actual training provided. This item
was treated as an unresolved item during the exit meeting which -was
conducted on August 17, 1984. Subsequent . to the meeting and as a

- result of. a commitment made by plant management _ during the exit, ' a.
telephone _ conference was held on August 20, between . Messrs.
H. C. Dance, K. M. Jenison and T. Peebles of the NRC and C. Baker and
M. Ammerman of FP&L. . This- item was resolved during the telephone-
conversation. The licensee committed to retrain'all active blue badged,

personnel prior to November 7,1984, and will integrate the blue and
' red badge training. The inadequacies of the red badge GET identified

above, will be addressed as a portion of _ violation VIO 250/84-25-04, -

- 251/84-26-04.

7. 'St. Lucie Training Program

.
a. Licensed Operator Training

I-

(1) Training Material
,

;

i- System Descriptions ~(SDs) are currently being developed under
contract .with ' the ECI . company. Interviews with 'the. training
department-SD^ coordinator-(instructor) indicate-.that the initial
review' and approval process has been completed for 55 of 60 SDs.
These SDs -are _ being |made available for appropriate training use ,

and reference as the delivery of SD copies allow. -The first set

*_.
- was - scheduled for delivery to the Control Room. on September 7,
1984. Since the Training Department Instructio'n (TDI) that will
ultimately control revision of these SDs (TDI-8,; Training Material
Preparation and Revision) is . presently under development with a

.

.,e
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due date of November 30, 1984, it is recommended that clcse
training department supervision and control be maintained for all
feedback data that results from this issuance.

(2) Licensed Operator Candidate and Training Program Evaluations

St. Lucie Plant Administrative Procedure (AP) 0005721 - Hot
License Operator Training Program, provides general guidance but
very few program specifics. Many of the training activities that
are ongoing in this area do not at present have administrative
policy set forth. The operations training supervisor indicated
that this is an identified weakness and that along with revising
AP 0005721, the training department is in the process of

~

developing a series of TDIs to provide administrative control.

The majority of these new TDIs are scheduled for completion by
November 30, 1984.

The training records of three individuals who participated in the
last NRC examination were reviewed. These records contained
little documentation that could be utilized effectively to predict
or evaluate a trainee's performance. The records consisted
primarily of written examinations, final oral examination
summaries and the Reactor Control Operator qualification cards.
There were no records of counseling or retraining given. In some
instances the records that did exist were not documented in a
consistent / uniform manner. Two example are:

Copies of NRC Form 157 A are beir.g utilized as a final oral-

examination, yet a review indicates that no uniform guideline
exist for its use.

- The qualification cards utilized by the licensee are out of
date and contain requirements that are no longer applicable.
The program has been revised by. memorandum to the individual
trainees detailing minimum guidance on what areas of the
qualification card are to be completed. Due to the utiliza-
tion of unrevised qualification cards, completion of .this
training segment does not necessarily entail completion of
all steps of the qualification card, i.e., oral examinations
on each section have been discontinued in lieu of a final
oral examination, however, the final section oral examination
sign-off is still part of the qualification cara.

Although it is recognized that TDI-20 - Review and Assessment of
Training Program Effectiveness, has recently been completed and
addresses a trainee's evaluation with a Supervisor Feedback Form
(Appendix 0), this TDI does not appear to cover these other
weaknesses. Thus, it is recomme'nded that the fccility establish
standard formats and minimum guidelines to encompass all processes
in the trainee's evaluation.

.
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(3) On-the-Job Training Program

There appears to exist iittle specific guidance to govern the
three-month on-shift training period for licensed operator
candidates. As has been previously noted, the formal guidance for
this training is a somewhat dated qualification manual modified
for completion by a memorandum from the cognizant training
instructor to the trainees. It is recommended that specific
formal policies be developed and existing policy be updated and
consolidated.

The facility's recently instituted practice of assigning a
training instructor on-shift during this training phase is an
effective method of ensuring that the trainees receive the maximum
training experience available and should increase the effective-
ness of trainee evaluations. The practice should be continued and
considered for establishment at Turkey Point.

(4) Requalification Procedure - St. Lucie Plant Administrative
Procedure (AP) 0005720

10 CFR 55.31(e) requires that licensed operators who have not been
actively performing the functions of an operator or senior
operator for a period of four months or longer, shall prior to
resuming activities licensed pursuant to 10 CFR 55, demonstrate to
the Commission that their knowledge and understanding of facility
operation and administration are satisfactory.

A review of AP 0005720 indicates that the provisions of 10 CFR
55.31(e) are incorrectly effected and stated. Section 3.2 of the
AP states that "non-shift personnel who hold licenses and desire
to keep their licenses effective shall participate fully in the
program (requalification)..." Thus, the procedure does not1

recognize that a non-shift licensed operator who is current with
regard to the requalification program may not be performing the
functions of a licensed operator. Discussions with the requalifi-

cation coordinator identified five (5) instances in which licensed
senior reactor operators resumed shift duties after being off
- shift for greater than four (4) months. The five (5) instances
are as follows:

.

An SR0 licensed training instructor resumed shift duty in May-

1984, with no previous watches since September 1983. During
this time frame, the individual was one of the training
instructors responsible for the last hot license class and
was assigned on-shift to coordinate this part of their <

training.
,

.

y ,
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An SR0 licensed training instructor resumed shift duty in May-

1984 with no previous watches since November 1983. During
this time, the individual served as the requalification
program coordinator.

- The SRO licensed training supervisor resumed shift duty in
the fall of 1982 with a period of four months since his last
previous watch.

The SRO licensed Quality Control supervisor resumed shift-

duty in the Fall of 1982 with a period of four months since
his last watch.

An SRO licensed STA stood watch in July 15.4. This-

individual was not previously utilized as a shift watch
stander. The individual indicated that prior to assuming the
shift duty, seven days of twelve hour watches were spent in
an "under instruction" capacity to refamiliarize himself with
shift responsibilities.

The requalification coordinator indicated that specific dates
for the above instances are not available since logs are act
kept for the above watch stations.

Contrary to 10 CFR 55.31(e), these senior reactor operators did
not demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of facility
operation and administration to the Commission prior to resuming
shift duties after having not performed the functions of a senior
reactor operator in excess of four months. The interpretation of
" performing licensed functions" with regard to 10 CFR 55.31(e)
will be pursued by Region II. Until resolution, this item will be
identified as an unresolved item (335/84-26-01, 389/84-28-01).

Section 8.2.4 of AP005720 makes no provision for the demonstration
to the Commission of the knowledge and understanding of - facility
operation and administration for off-site licensed operators who
exceed four months without performing the functions of a licensed
operator. The requalification coordinator stated that there are
no off-site licensed operators and thus, in this instance, no one
is in violation of 10 CFR 55.31(e).

Section 8.3.4 of AP 0005720 exempts the Training Department Staff
from the annual written examination called for by 10 CFR 55,
Appendix A. Discussions with the requalification program
coordinator identified ' three training instructors involved with
the requalification examination who received this exemption in
1983. / fourth training instructor was also exempted: however, it
appears ne could have been exempted since he passed his NRC
licensing examination in August-of 1983.

e
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-AP 0005720 calls for the results of the annual examinations to be<

analyzed to determine subjects for training emphasis. The
requalification program coordinator indicated that heretofore the
process had been informal but that the recently completed TDI-20
will formalize an examination feedback system for 1984.

Section 5.3.1 calls for the nuclear plant supervisor to evaluate
the performance of his crew during actual off-normal / emergency
situations. It appears this evaluation should be made on
Figures 2 and 3; however, there is no provision on either of these
figures for any substantive evaluation.

The inspector verified that the procedure correctly identified the
required annual reactivity manipulations as required by NUREG-0737
and H. Denton's letter of March 28, 1980. This closes out
Inspector Followup Item Nos. 335/84-09-03, 339/84-12-03.

The inspector reviewed 1983 documentation for one licensed
operator and verified satisfactory -compliance of said operator
with the 10 CFR 55, Appendix A requirement for a regularly
scheduled review of all abnormal and emergency procedures.

The' training supervisor indicated that AP0005720 is scheduled for
. review and update by November 1984 for submittal to NP.C for

approval in response to NRC Generic Letter No. 84-14. It is
recommended that increased management attention be placed in this
area in view of the above mentioned weaknesses and the facility's
lack of submittal to the NRC following issuance of NUREG-0737.

'

.The trainina supervisor indicated that the last submittal for NRC

review occurred following issuance of H. Den;on's letter of'
March 28, 1980.

b. STA Training-

The STA training program is defined by AP0005722 and AP0005723. A i

review of the program requirements, selected lesson plans, selected
qualification and requalification examinations, resumes of two
prospective STA candidates, and interviews with the STA training
coordinator and selected STAS and prospective STA candidates reflected
that-an adequate STA program exists at St. Lucie.

The licensee stated that there are currently seven qualified STAS,
three of whom hold SRO licenses and one of whom holds an R0 license and
that additionally there are three prospective STA candidates currently
in training.

i
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The training program is a formally established self paced, self-study
program with written examinations administered by the STA training
coordinator at established critical intervals. On the job training and
control room / operations familiarization is an integral part of the self
study systems and procedures training and results in "on-job site"
exposure of the trainee during a large portion of the training program.
Simulator training at the Combustion Engineering simulator is required
to be successfully completed by STA candidates prior to qualification
as an STA. Completion of the training program is geared to the
trainee's prior nuclear experience with more experienced personnel
requiring less time for qualification. The licensee stated that
approximately two years employment is required for new hires out of
college to qualify as an STA. Real time training for STAS consists of
participation in the program established for operators. Requalifica-
tion training consists of participation in the operator requalification
lectures and exams. The examinations, however, are graded by the
Technical Department with questions not applicable to STA learning
objectives selectively omitted.

The licensee snould consider implementation of portions of the
St. Lucic STA program at the Turkey Point facility.

Within the area of STA training, no violations or deviations were
identified.

c. Management Training

A review of the Mitigating Core Damage Training conducted for manage-
ment personnel within the operations chain reflected some weaknesses.

*

Specifically:

- The licensee was unable to produce training records for management
personnel in the operations chain (with the sole exception of the
plant manager) that would reflect that these personnel had
received the required training. The licensee stated that attempts
to produce these records would continue. This will be carried as
an unresolved item pending receipt of these records from the
licenser (335/84-26-02, 389/84-28-02).

- The licensee stated that for unlicensed management personnel, this
training was provided as a one time only training session and that
no provisions exist to ensure that replacement personnel into
these positions have received or will receive this required
training. It is considered advisable that the licensee establish
provisions to ensure that new and/or replacement managers in the
operations chain will have the requisite training in this area.

-- _ _
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-d. Quality Control Training

The Quality Control (QC) training program is defined by administrative
.ocedure AP0005727. A review of the program requirements and selected

. aining records and an interview with the quality control training
coordinator reflected that the existing training program for
progressing from level I to Level II inspector is self paced and does
not provide formal guidelines in terms of required study and on the job
training to accomplish this progression. Written examinations are not=

administered during the training period however an oral examination
must be passed by the trainee to-verify his or her ability to become a
Level 2 inspector.

The licensee stated that recent INPO guidelines on establishing QC
training are being evaluated for future integration into the St. Lucie
QC training program and that utilization of these guidelines would
provide a higher degree of formality to the training program. The NRC
considers-that the licensee's intention to adopt the INP0 guidelines to
the St. Lucie QC training program will result in an improved program.

Within- the area of management training, no violations or deviations
were identified.

e. Maintenance Training

The indoctrination, training and retraining of maintenance. personnel
are under the purview of the individual maintenance departments.
Training within the maintenance departments is delineated in the.
following administrative procedures (AP):

- AP0010435, Mechanical Maintenance Department Training Program

3

- AP005731, Electrical Maintenance Training Program

AP0005730, I&C Departmental Training Procedure-

The inspectors evaluated the above procedures and interviewed the
departmental training supervisors and selected maintenance personnel.'

The three maintenance training programs are diversified in scope and
general philosophy of admini stra tion. There exists no uniformity
between the departments in examination requirements, grading require-
ments and lesson plan development and control. On-the-job training is
not formally controlled and documented.

The licensee has provided minimal systems training to mainter.ance
personnel. The majority of maintenance training has been specialized
training. The utilization of vendors for providing specialized
training varies between the groups.
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The licensee plans to centralize maintenance training. Reorganization
is anticipated by early 1985. General training policies addressing
examination. requirements, grading requirements, marginal students,
lesson plans, DJT,'and feedback of plant changes and significant events
should be developed. In addition, plant systems training should be
incorporated into the maintenance training program.

Within the area of maintenance training, no violations or deviations
were identified,

f .' General Employee Training

The general employee training (GET) program is delineated in procedure
QI-2-PR/PSL-2 - Indoctrination and Training of St. Lucie Plant
Personnel. The inspector reviewed the above procedure and interviewed
the Health Physics Training Coordinator. Selected training records,
lesson plans and' training materials were also reviewed.

The GET program is divided into the following segments:
.

- Level I Orientation
Radiation Contr,ol Area Training (RCAT)-

- Respiratory Training

An examination is only required for the RCAT segment with a passing
grade of 70 perc.nt.

On September 10, 1984, the licensee plans to reorganize the GET program.

into a four segment format by splitting the RCAT segment into a generic
health physics segment and a site specific segment. Examinations will
be required for each of these segments including the orientation
segment with a passing grade of 80 percent.

The following deficiency was identified in the GET program:

Presently, details of the GET program are specified by various inter-
office correspondence and _ verbal policy statements. Procedure QI
2-PR/PSL-2 does not adequately address the computer scheduling program,
responsibilities of the Health Physics Training Coordinator, examina-
tion requirements, lesson plan controls, and retraining requirements.
Proceduralization of these items should be accomplished during the
implementation of the revised GET program.

Within the area of general employee training, no violations or deviations
were identified.

.


